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FEATURES And The Winner Is... Announcing the first winners in the 2016 People’s Choice Contest Miniature Masterpieces By Kathleen
Ryan Extraordinary Renaissance carving depict religious scenes in minuscule relief Soapstone Artisty By Kathleen Ryan Three sculptors
share their tips No Fear at 94 By Dean Otteson Nonagenarian Tony Giuffrida fills retirement with creative carving Heavenly Pews By
Kathleen Ryan Cindy Chinn combined carving, glass, and light to create angelic art. PATTERNS Leopard Pattern Pattern by Gordon and
Marsha Stiller Reference photo, description, and detailed pattern help you carve a lifelike leopard Carving a Cricifix By Cindy Chinn Tips for
carving a religious icon TOOLS Universal Bench Hook By Andrew DiPace Get a grip on carving projects with uneven edges PROJECTS Folk
Art Peacock By Vernon DePauw Colorful quilt-inspired design is perfect for Mardi Gras Carving a North Woods Animal Puzzle By Nancy
Borson Embellish puzzle pieces with relief carving techniques Casual Caricature Rabbit By Leah Goddard and Floyd Rhadigan This easy
Easter bunny will be welcome in any basket Soapstone Whale By Julie Kee Use your woodcarving skills to create this stunning stone sea
creature Big Bad Whale By Barbara Millikan Fierce carved wolf is a perfect accessory for days that really bite Yorkie Dog Caricature By
sandy Smith A pocket-sized pooch that’s quick to make Carving a Brook Trout By Charles Weiss Use a combination of hand and power tools
to shape this realistic fish Building Noah’s Ark By Betty Padden Carve and paint this popular childhood toy TECHNIQUES Inlaid Bunny Box
By roger F Wolford Use liquid inlay to add intricate designs to a remade box Adding Arms to a Carving By Oren Quist Control the grain
direction for stronger arms that are easier to carve Tips for Personalizing a Toolbox By Rev. Jim Paulson Ideas to carve, paint, and decorate
your toolbox
If you'd like to master the art of carving in relief, this comprehensive guidebook will teach you all you need to know. Acclaimed carver and
instructor Lora S. Irish takes you through every element of the relief carving process and shows you the easy way to learn. Clear, in-depth
instructions and dozens of how-to photographs accompany 11 original new projects for carving exquisite animals, landscapes, flowers,
borders, Celtic knots and more.
Get the right results with classic chisels, gouges and power tools. Photo-enhanced coverage clarifies how tools function, how to make, fit, and
remove handles, and how to correct carving-tool faults. Also learn the secrets of cutting success —how to sharpen squarely and straight, and
on corners.
FEATURES The next Generation of Woodcarvers By Kathleen Ryan Meet six award-winning young carvers The Work of Mavasta Honyouti
By Alan Garbers Hopi carver carries on the tradition in cottonwood roots PATTERNS Carving Folk-Art Birds By Don Deeroff Highlight the tool
marks with a little paint to simulate feathers on these simple designs Patriotic Bear By Mike Shipley Celebrate the stars and stripes with a
droll version of Uncle Sam Cooper Hawk Portrait By Sue Walters Woodburn (or relief carve) a striking wildlife portrait Genie Bottle Stopper By
Lawrence Spinak Easy-carve caricature embodies a fun play on words PROJECTS Whittling Summer Earrings By Pete Luxbacher Simple
designs will delight all summer long Bill’s Smile Walking Stick By Dick Bryant Add a friendly wood spirit to your walking stick Making a Hook
Knife By Cariboo Blades Turn an old saw blade into a useful carving knife Carving a Caricature Cowboy By Ellis Olson Old-timer looks as
rugged as the land he works Chip-Carved Toolbox By David Stewart Build and embellish your own toolbox Power Carving a Bark Outhouse
By Robert De Vries Cute carving makes a useful lavatory nightlight Carving a Seashell By Bill Donaldson Stylized hardwood shell is modeled
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after the real thing Carving a Fisherman By Dennis Thornton Carve a curmudgeonly caricature for your favorite fisherman TECHNIQUES
Shop-made Sanding Drums By Bill Kinnear Make custom rotary-tool sanders from inexpensive hardware Outdoor Finishes and Glues By Bob
Duncan Use the right products to ensure your outdoor projects last Carving Lips By Harold Enlow Simple techniques to carve smiling and
frowning lips Learn to Paint: Using Oil Paints Learn the basics of oil painting by making a summery plaque
Fall into a pile of inspiration with the 2020 fall issue of Woodcarving Illustrated! Featuring more than a dozen projects that both beginner and
advanced carvers will enjoy, create a flat-plane bison, power carved lion bust, stylized sugar spoon, chip carved phone holder, light-up ghost,
and so much more! With step-by-step instructions, coordinating photography, and helpful tips, also included in this exciting issue is an “5
Under 35” rising artists feature, advice on paintbrush care, tips on teaching, technique lessons, bonus projects and videos, and so much
more!
Become a woodworking master with this all-encompassing reference! This practical manual, both for the person who is attracted to the
subject of workshop carpentry and one for someone is beginning in this subject, is the essential reference for learning and honing your
woodworking and carpentry skills. With this book, you will learn about: Materials Metal Fittings Adhesives Finishes Machinery Joint
Techniques Tools Handling of Wood And Much More! This comprehensive book is divided into three parts so that your education is wellrounded and approaches multiple perspectives on the matter. These three sections: provide the principles of construction in wood, then
discuss the preparation of wood and information about various tools and machinery. The final portion consisted of a more advanced section
with ways to decorate and create your projects. and is lavishly photographed and illustrated to help guide readers along with the instructions.
PATTERNS Cowboy Snowman By Gerald and Barb Sears Detailed patterns & painting tips help you make a Wild West snowman A ChipCarved Christmas By Bruce & Judy Nicholas Create a tree full of festive chip-carved holiday ornaments TECHNIQUES Victorian Father
Christmas By John Zanzalari A Specialized finishing technique makes this carving look like a well-loved heirloom PROJECTS Customize This
Santa By Dale Green Mix and match accessories or create a custom scene to personalize this Santa carving project Whistle a Holiday Tune
By Don Swartz Cute Santa carving is also a functional whistle 2-in-1 Heart Pendant By T.J. Milligan Whittle this double pendant from one
piece of wood Santa Sampler Plate By John Niggemeyer Combine a chip carving and relief to create a unique holiday decoration Carving a
Hedgehog By Leah Goddard Adorable realistic critter can be carved in an afternoon Ice Skate Ornament By Keoma McCaffrey Add an
unexpected embellishment to an easy power-carved ornament Chip-Carved Tea Box By Marty Leenhouts A unique way to store and serve a
common beverage Card Holder Santa By Tom Borecki Simple design on an oversized clothespin makes a versatile project Nativity
Ornaments By Janet Bolyard Relief-carved set tells the nativity story in four scenes Elves in the Trenches By Jim LeClaire Pay tribute to the
folks who really do the work on Christmas Holiday Penguin Ornament By Bob Yancey Quick and easy ornament can be carved in a few hours
A Snowy Ride By Floyd Rhadigan Carving the pieces to this scene will help while away the winter
From WOODCARVING magazine comes an invaluable compilation of 33 technique, project, and feature articles to inform and inspire the
beginner carver. Here is sound, practical advice from the experts--from handling the tools to choosing timber--to build confidence with
inventive projects such as village signs, duck head walking stick, and others.

The first step into a new craft can be overwhelming: Where to start? What tools to buy? What projects to begin with? This
guide is filled with everything a beginning woodcarver needs to know.This book is akin to having a one-on-one course
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with a master carver. You'll learn what to look for in a workbench, the importance of commissioning your carving toolsthere's more to it than just sharpening!-and how to make exacting cuts and execute a variety of techniques.Like any good
instructor, tony includes exercises to make you comfortable with the tools and techniques so you can build your skills and
carve with confidence. His warm, conversational teaching style will encourage you as you follow the step-by-step
instructions and work on a number of motifs, as well as projects for low, high, and pierced relief, and in-the-round.This
resource is a collection of tips and tricks honed over many years, and will mentor newcomers and serious beginning
woodcarvers alike. Novice crafters will find quick success and encouragement working on a number of carving motifs and
three projects for both relief and in-the-round styles. For serious beginners eager to know more about a timeless craft,
this go-to reference provides an answer to every question.
Sound, technical advice is the first order of business in this collection of several excellent articles and 24 projects from
Woodcarving magazine. Far from being just a selection of patterns, this guide reviews the fundamentals of the craft and
is addressed to carvers of all skill levels. Special attention is paid to the finicky V-tool, which suffers from a reputation for
being difficult to use, and carvers are also instructed on how to sharpen tools properly, choose the perfect wood, apply a
variety of finishes, and work with gold leaf. The projects include pineapple finials, decorative moldings, and signs with
carved lettering; challenging advanced work is to be found in plans for an eagle-decorated lectern and a seated Buddha.
Color photos illustrate the step-by-step directions for all projects, and sidebars offer tips for success. Chris Pye is a
professional woodcarver and a member of the Master Carvers Association. He is the author of Elements of Woodcarving
and Woodcarving: Tools, Materials & Equipment.
Book of projects designed to give beginners the experience of work in a wide number of carving styles.
FEATURES Under the Sea By Kathleen Ryan Bill Johnson dives into chip carving to create enchanting marine life The
Doane Woodcarving Experience By Kathleen Ryan Join this workshop to sharpen your carving skills, meet the top
instructors in the country, and make friends. Carving Family Fun By Kathleen Ryan Linda Langenberg Curtis’s carving
lessons are a legacy of love and learning for the next generation TECHNIQUES Designing Celtic Knotwork By Dave
Western Use simple techniques to design elaborate knotwork patterns Carving a Female Face By Dave Stetson Softness
and symmetry are key for creating an attractive female caricature PROJECTS Wild Rose By Charley Phillips Bring the
beauty of a summer meadow inside with this floral carving Pirate Captain Caricature By Larry Gladu Corner-cut a blank
to bring this scurvy dog to life Carving a Cowgirl By Kristina Brown Practice – or teach – caricature by making this cute
cowpoke and her stick pony Whittling an Eagle By Greg Young Grab a chunk of wood and a knife to carve this majestic
eagle Lady Liberty By Vernon DePauw Let freedom ring with this patriotic folk-art decoration Chip Carving a Reef Fish By
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Bill Johnson Power carve this realistically shaped fish and embellish it with chip carving Power Carving a Saw Whet Owl
By Hugh Parks Learn the basics of carving a realistic bird with this owl in a simple pose Dancing Jester By Floyd
Rhadigan Convey movement and action with the pose of this comedic caricature PATTERNS Chip Carving a Flower By
Wayne Barton Break out of the mold with this organic ornament
This book covers all the different sharpening methods so you can either improve your sharpening techniques using your
existing set-up, or determine which one will best suit you needs and budget. You'll discover the most effective ways to
sharpen your tools from chisels to drill bits. You'll get better edges than on most razor blades, and you'll learn how to
shape them to cut better and stay sharp longer. Inside this book: • Why you don’t actually want to be a woodworker •
The easy way to choose a successful project • Everything a beginner needs to know about wood • Hand tools and power
tools explained • Setting up your shop and your bench • How to research a new project before you build • Advice and
best practices learned from mistakes • Woodworking safety and how to keep your fingers • Advanced woodworking
concepts for the next level A wood router is a very versatile power tool for applying basic or complex edge profiles on a
piece of stock (e.g., board). However, a router can do a lot more than that. With some practice, the router can be used to
perform a wide variety of woodworking tasks that might otherwise be done by hand.
The beautiful art of woodcarving redefined! Getting started with woodcarving or any other form of art can be a bit
daunting. You are at a loss on the type of equipment and tools to purchase the simple projects that your skill level can
start with. Mr. Clayon M. Rines has got you all covered with everything to get you started as a novice woodcarver or an
experienced hand looking to refresh your wealth of knowledge. The Simple Woodcarving Book for Beginners, Simple
Techniques for Relief Carving, Easy Step-by-Step Beginner-Friendly Projects and Patterns with photographs is a
personal guide with a passionate teacher. You will learn how to make those clean cuts in different ways, sharpening your
tools and putting the finishing touches on your work. Your desire to master this age-long art of woodcarving has brought
you this far, and this passion will be fueled and guided with everything you will be learning from the pages of this book.
Clayton M. Rines will expose you to secrets of the trade, such as the basic cuts, smoothening techniques, how to carve
contours, and the essentials or relief carving. The directions to follow for each method are clearly explained and
accompanied by photographs to further breakdown the process. What do you need to get that first project done? This
book in your hands, a few well-honed essential cutting tools and a piece of softwood, and you will be on your way to
carving the most amazing and exquisite objects that will continuously recharge your bank account, serve as gift items to
friends and loved ones and give you joy unlimited. With your desire to fully understand everything about carving in relief
and producing masterpieces, this all-encompassing book on woodcarving will enlighten you and show you the best way
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to go about it. From when the idea comes to you, the initial cut to the final finishing touches, these steps will guide you
every step of the way; *Step-by-Step practice projects with visual guides to build your confidence levels *Types of woods,
tools and your workspace, finishing *Basic and well-explained carving techniques *Detailed directions *Carving relief
projects *Maintaining and keeping your tools well-honed and in perfect condition It doesn't matter if you are a novice or a
professional carver; this is the book you should get and expand your woodcarving horizon!
Once an experienced woodworker said to me, "There is no scrap wood, just pieces which have not met the right hand".
Back in the days when I was starting with Wood Craft, I was desperately looking for the go-to guide about the processes
and the tools involved. Woodworking is a vast subject with many branches or sub-genres of this craft like Cabinet
Making, Wood Carving, Joinery, Carpentry, and Woodturning. The online content was information overload and not
presented in a sequential manner. The books I referred were either focused on a few processes or assumed that I had
the necessary information. Also, I found that most of the books were a little aged. There are two ways of learning; one is
learning from subject matter experts who have years of experience, and then there are people who are just a few steps
ahead of you in their journey. I am the second one, five years into this hobby, and still learning from the experts. I still
remember the initial doubts I had and the tips which helped me. This book is for people who are in their first lap (0-3
years) of the wood-crafting journey and want to have a holistic idea of processes, tools, and need help in their initial
projects. I have included ample photographs of realistic projects of beginners explaining the process and standard
operating procedure while starting. In the last chapter, Appendix: I have provided a glossary of woodworking terms, the
list of online resources available for free patterns, tips, and techniques. Below is the flow of the information provided in
the book: - Introduction: The history and details of various branches of woodworking - All about the wood: How to choose
them; Hardwood, Softwood, Plywood, MDF all explained - Woodworking tools: Hand and Power tool explained with best
practices - Processes and Techniques: The complete workflow of the woodworking process along with a detailed
explanation of the usage of each tool - Safety and Best Practices: This topic is highlighted throughout the book, and best
practices with regards to hand and power tools explained in detail - Gluing and Finishing - 10 starter projects with step by
step instructions - Glossary of woodworking tools, sources for downloading the free plan Also, you can download my
additional bonus booklet with additional plans for more projects So, what are you waiting for? As said in the woodworking
community: Measure Twice and Cut Once and let's start the journey.
Fast and easy woodworking projects, from toys to furniture, folk art to garden items.
Follow along as Harold Enlow, one of America's foremost caricature carvers, teaches you how to carve faces with life and
expression. Enlow shares his woodcarving tips and techniques that make his carvings stand out in this information-packed book.
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You'll learn to carve a female face, a cowboy face, a Native American face, a Santa face, and more. Best of all, you'll discover
Enlow's secret to success: learning how to render highly detailed eyes, lips, nose, hair, and ears before moving on to carving a
complete face. Each project is done in small steps that guarantee success. For anyone who wants to learn to carve faces that
stand out in a crowd, this is a must-have addition to your woodcarving library.
In continuation of the bestselling 20-Minute Whittling Projects, author, whittling artist, carving teacher, and Woodcarving Illustrated
contributor Tom Hindes brings you 16 more fast, easy, and fun whittling projects to complete in just one short sitting! With step-bystep instructions, high-quality photography, and a focus on the beginner-friendly flat-plane style of whittling, you’ll carve a variety
of safari, aquatic, woodland, farm, and domestic animals. Progressing from very simple to more challenging, each project is meant
to encourage you along the rewarding and relaxing path of whittling and build your skills. Whether you’re new to whittling or have
been doing it for years and want to try a new method, this book is the go-to resource to keep on carving! ·
Fanciful forest fun! Whittle 12 whimsical woodland creatures with step-by-step instructions and easy-to-use patterns. Not quite
caricature, but not realistic either, these humorous bears, moose, rabbits and beavers are easy and fun to make.
PATTERNS Carve an Easy Outhouse By Gary Fenton Rickety outhouse is fun to carve, easy to customize TECHNIQUES Carving
Feminine Features By Harold Enlow Master the subtle differences that allow you to carve an attractive female face FEATURES
Captured Motion By Alan J Garbers Gerry Quotzkuyva's Katsina carvings are like forbidden snapshots of the traditional dances
The international Woodcarvers Congress: Half a Century of Carving Excellence By Kathleen Ryan A look at the long history of the
country,s oldest carving show Summer School By Mindy Kinsey Take a fun & educational vacation at a carving school or roundup
And the Winner Is More winners in the 2016 People's Choice Contest! PROJECTS Spring Surprise By Desiree Hajny Realistic
baby bunny is "born" from (wooden) goose egg Rowdy the Cowboy By Dale Green Hitch up your belt and get ready to carve this
iconic Old West caricature Carve a Tea light Holder in 60 Minutes By Marty Leenhouts New high-density carves like a dream and
can be finished like wood Quick and Easy Brown Trout Pin By Eugene Carey The Secret? Woodburn the details Carving a Dog
Whistle By Sandy Smith Project is a clever play on a classic design Classic Carver's Puzzle By David Stewart Create your own
version of E.J Tangerman's classic whittler's puzzle Lazing Around with the Laid- Back Frog By Jack Proseilo Carve the frog and
base pieces separately and add all the accessories you want Carving a Whimsey-filled Love Spoon By Shirley Adler Challenging
pattern features three traditional carving designs Heart -in- Hand Walking stick By Shawn Cipa Decorative stick has a folk-art
design and a motto to live by Carving &Painting Noah's Ark Figures By Betty Padden Master the techniques of layered blanks and
add-ons to carve quick and sturdy Ark inhabitants
Get started with simple, useful, handcrafted woodworking projects for everyday people—with only 12 basic tools! Lots of people
want to try woodwork, but they get intimidated by dangerous power tools and difficult techniques. Good news: there are lots of
ways to work with wood and anyone can get a few tools and start making projects. Everyday Woodworking starts at the very
beginning—with wood. How can this common material make everything from furniture to houses? What makes it so strong? Why
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does it break? More importantly, what can you do to a piece of wood? Sometimes we cut it with a saw. Other times, we split it with
an ax or shave it with a knife. This book explains why we choose each tool and how to pick the right cut for any project. As Rex
likes to say: "Trust me, it’s not hard." Once you get a few tools and learn some simple techniques, you’ll start making things right
away. You’ll begin with a simple mallet and some wooden wedges and then advance to splitting green logs into usable lumber.
Next you’ll pick up a knife and a drill and after just a little practice, you’ll be making things you can give to your friends; things
they’ll actually use: A wooden butter knife A desk organizer A few pieces of sturdy furniture Sawhorses A small workbench Each
project is shown step-by-step with the beginner in mind. The projects are simple but not primitive. Everyday Woodworking will give
you skills that you can build on as you grow as a craftsperson.
From making the first cut to applying the finish, this comprehensive resource covers every aspect of woodcarving. Everything is
here for the beginning or advanced woodcarver, from choosing the appropriate wood; setting up a shop, selecting, using, and
sharpening tools; and performing all the fundamental techniques, such as the push cut, pull cut, stop cut, and slicing cut. Every
general carving style -- from classical to whimsical to rustic -- are detailed, as are the basic steps of power carving. Eight step-bystep projects designed to help newer woodcarvers build proficiency are included along with the plans for the rocking horse
featured on the cover. Best of all, a handy resource section and a glossary round out this fully illustrated, must-have resource for
all woodcarvers.
Feel inspired with the magic of the holiday season with the 2020 winter issue of Woodcarving Illustrated! Featuring more than a
dozen projects that both beginner and advanced carvers will enjoy, create a simple snowman, flat-plane reindeer, chip carved
calendar, decorative ornaments, winter and Christmas caricatures, and so much more! With step-by-step instructions, coordinating
photography, helpful tips, and full-size patterns, also included in this festive issue is an extensive reader gallery, inspiring artist
features, insightful technique lessons, product reviews, and more!
55% OFF for bookstores! NOW at 26.95 instead of $ 36.95! ?Are You a Beginner of Woodworking???Do you want a Woodworking
Guide??Then keep reading and I'm sure that your customers never stop using this awesome guide! Have you ever thought of
using wood to build an item? More and more people are dedicating their time, energy and resources to learn as much as they can
about woodworking. Woodworking is the activity of using wood to make items such as furniture, decorations, and various things
that can help out around the house. You are considered a woodworker if you're into carving, joinery or carpentry. You're thinking of
becoming a woodwork expert, then you need to read this book because it has everything you'll need. It will show you how to use
your creativity and imagination to come up with something unique, fun, and possibly even unbelievable! You can also read the
book even if you are an expert as the tips in this book can supplement your knowledge and help you become a better woodworker.
Through this book you'll learn how to make wood products faster, easier, and better. You'll learn step by step guidelines on how to
build items using wood. After reading the book you'll also know how to build strong and long lasting wood products. Even if you
aren't getting into woodworking for a hobby, there is still a major reason to learn woodworking...so you can fix and improve upon
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things! You will see what I mean later on in this book once you get a detailed analysis of the importance of woodworking in your
life. This book will help you create a masterpiece that will totally transform how your home or office looks. You'll also get a full list
of all the tools you'll need to become a successful woodworker. You'll learn how to use these tools to make something that will
amaze your friends and family as well as step by step instructions on how to build things that will improve the quality of your home.
You can also use your woodworking skills to make some money by commercializing the venture. For instance, you can start
making furniture and then sell the furniture at a profit. You can also start the business of carving wood as per the client's
specifications. Do it as a hobby. Woodworking is one of the most exciting hobbies as it will keep you busy and help you put your
imagination into something useful. On top of that, it is a cheap and fun-full hobby. Do you know that you can totally transform your
home and increase its aesthetic value using wooden products? You just have to know how to make wood products and you'll be
set to go. For instance, you can build a unique dining table that will totally transform the home's interior décor. You can also make
a chopping board that'll amaze your friends once they set their eyes on it for the first time. This book covers: The Basics Of
Woodworking Starter Toolkit Basic Woodworking Techniques Woodworking Strategies Different Types Of Wood Tool Shop Tool
Maintenance Safety While Woodworking Sanding And Finishing Easy Beginners' Projects and many more! Enjoy reading the
book, "Woodworking for Beginners: The Basics of Woodworking; Wood Working Techniques; Strategies; Tip and Tricks of
Woodworking; and Beginner's Project" Do You Want to know more about this book? BUY NOW! let your customers get addicted to
this amazing book.
Carving the Little Guys is a must-have beginner’s guide that presents an accessible introduction to the art of caricature carving for
novice woodcarvers. Author Keith Randich takes you cut-by-cut through the process of transforming a small block of wood into an
expressive Little Guy. This easy-to-learn tutorial teaches all of the essential woodcarving techniques needed to get started in an
enjoyable and rewarding new hobby. Basic information is included on wood, tools, sharpening, cutting, safety, finishing, repairs,
and more.
Have you scouted for that book that contains all the juicy bits of information on the scroll saws but found none? Or maybe you
found some but weren't thrilled enough to start something? Do you want a step by step scroll saw guide to begin your first project
and help give life to your creative imagination? Then here is the book for you, dear scroll artist or scroll artist-to-be… This book, The
Big Book of Scroll Saw for Beginners, has virtually everything needed to jumpstart your frst scrollsaw project, including the tips,
guidelines, and instructions you will need to make you feel like you are in a classroom where the art is taught. Or perhaps, this is
your first time hearing of the scroll saw, and you're thinking, 'Oh no, I'm not going to be fooled by these things! Scroll artists are just
carpenters searching for nicer titles!' Relax and get to know what this art entails first! Trust me; you'll love it. What is Scroll saw?
Scroll saws are usually fixed to a place and driven by a motor that powers the blades to their beautiful designs. You wouldn't
believe it, but scroll saws have been used right since the ages of our forefathers. The only issue was that the art was called a
different name—Fretwork. However, the devices got better and more efficient over the years, causing many people to take this art
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as a hobby and even as a job. The device is cheap, and as long as you can exercise a lot of patience while reading through the
guidelines in this book, you will be good to go. Now, have you seen some woodwork projects and gotten awed by them? Do you
see yourself doing something very similar to those things? Yes? Then this book is just what you need. Just like the name
suggests, this book is very suitable for beginners, but you won't remain a beginner at the end of the book. You'll come out neatly
polished and ready to make professional cuttings. Likewise, experts in scroll saw art are free to peruse this book to have their
knowledge even more refined, thereby complementing what they already know about this art. At the end of this book, you will; 1.
Be well informed on the historical information and the timelines from when the scroll saw existed. 2. Gain access to the tips, and
tools to guide you in crafting your first scroll saw project. 3. Be aware of all the safety precautions to follow to keep yourself safe
and free from potential hazards while using the scroll saw device. 4. Uncover the right materials needed to craft awesome scroll
saw projects. 5. Be exposed to 20 scroll saw projects with detailed guidelines to help bring out your artistic and creative side to life.
6. Discover some of the mistakes involved with using the scroll saw with tips to avoid such mistakes. 7. Be privy to some of the
most frequently asked scroll saw questions; it's like communicating with other artists within a book …And a whole lot more! What
more are you waiting for? Grab a copy of this book RIGHT NOW
Inside this issue of Woodcarving Illustrated, you'll find: Features: *Rising from the Ashes *Motivated to Create *The Work of Rob
Lucero Projects: *Carving Scenic Stamps *Carving Interlocking Hearts *Tequila Worm Bottle Stopper *Power Carving a Life-Size
Whistling Swan *Carving a Cascading Ribbon Heart Pendant *Carving and Painting a Folk Art Rooster *Carving a Caricature
Elephant *Creating a Pierced Relief Carving *Chip Carved Crosses *Folding Carving Bench Techniques: *Holding Your Work
*Making Custom Colors
"This is an absolutely first-rate book for beginners in wood sculpture, well thought out and well executed. It is exceptional in the
quality of its illustrations, and contains many original and unusual conceptions and designs."--E. J. Tangerman. In answer to
complaints from students that there was no concise, simple text on wood carving, Charles Marshall Sayers, a nationally famous
teacher and craftsman, wrote this book. It is still the finest book for the beginning student in wood sculpture. In clear,
straightforward language, Sayers carefully guides the reader through the fundamentals--what tools and materials to use, how to
use them. There are lessons and designs for incised carving, relief carving, and other cutting methods. Sayers discusses woods
suitable for carving, stains and finishes, preliminary and advanced methods of preparing woods for finishing, even how to make a
workbench. The 34 illustrated designs for over 34 projects encourage the student to build slowly and methodically a sound,
practical technique while creating objects of beauty and utility. All of the projects employ only four tools (one straight parting tool,
three different sizes of straight gouges). With this book you can make panels for cabinets, chests, and doors; borders; table
aprons; chair and bench rails; circular mirror frame; wall bracket with shelf; bookends; rectangular mirror frame; footstools; guestbook covers; mirror frame with half-circle top; holy water font; and doors. Though "The Book of Wood Carving "is meant for the
beginner, experienced carvers will find that Sayers' original conceptions and designs will increase their own pleasure and skill.
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"Stimulating both by spicy text and large photographs showing every point in processes described . . . [Illustrated with] designs of
actual work by the author--a famous teacher and craftsman--and his students and apprentices."--"Books, New York Herald
Tribune. "Unabridged (1978) republication of original (1942) edition.
FEATURES The Wonderful Wizard of Oregon By Toni Fitzgerald Gary Burns uses self-taught techniques to carve out a fantastic
niche Back to School By Mindy Kinsey Learn to carve or hone your skills at schools and classes across the country Story Time By
Kathleen Ryan Carlo Olkeriil tells American stories in traditional Palauan style Carving Like Maniacs By Ayleen Stellhorn Turning a
Halloween hobby into a pumpkin-carving business CNC Woodworking and Laser Cutting By Bob Duncan Computer-controlled
routers and lasers speed production for repetitive cuts PROJECTS Carving a Wood Spirit By Harold Enlow Detailed instruction for
carving your first wood spirit Power Carving an American Bison in Relief By Jose Valencia Learn the techniques to carve a
gunstock on a less expensive wooden plate Carving a Goldfinch By Bob Guge Practice power carving by making this popular
songbird Double-sided Holiday Ornament By Glenn Stewart Ingenious Santa/turkey ornament is a real attention-getter Carving a
Caricature Horse By Dave Stetson Weary old nag is a great companion for any cowboy carving Carving Kris Kringle By Bob
Mason Get a head start on your holiday carving with this simple Santa Carving a Chipmunk By Desiree Hajny Carve, burn, and
paint this realistic version of a backyard visitor PATTERNS A Fantasy Favorite By Don Dearolf Customize this caricature wizard by
changing the staff and paint colors Carving a Little Guy By Keith Randich Learn to carve a basic figure and then personalize it as
much as you like TECHNIQUES Chip Carving an Eagle By Lora S. Irish Practice basic chip carving techniques with this patriotic
design Carving a Native American Eye By John Burke Techniques for capturing the distinctive shape of these special eyes
In this Issue: FEATURES: The Whittling Whimsy of Walt Garrison by Kathleen Ryan Gifts for Carvers Tom Wolfe: Woodcarver of
the Year by Bob Duncan PROJECTS: Carving a Pierced Relief Tree by MaAnna Stephenson Making a Carved Jack-O-Lantern by
Sandy Smith Carving an Oak Leaf Bowl by Chris Pye Carving a Private Investigator by Dennis Thornton Carving a Woodspirit in
Cottonwood Bark by Edward Otto Power Carve a Canvasback Duck by Chuck Solomon and Dave Hamilton Handcarving a
Realistic Squirrel by Leah Goddard Relief Carve an Autumn Scene by Bob Biermann Making Maple Leaf Pins by John Hoesman
Miniature Scarecrow Ornament by Gerald Smith Shelf Sitter Elf by Floyd Rhadigan TECHNIQUES: Embellishing with Basswood
Inlays by David Stewart Sawing Carving Blanks by Jim Willis DEPARTMENTS: Editor's Letter From Our Mailbag News and Notes
Tips and Techniques Reader Gallery Calendar of Events Coming Features Ad Directory Woodchips
More than 40 fabulous projects and 1,200 step-by-step illustrations offer users information they need to become master
woodworkers.
In clear, straightforward language, Sayers carefully guides the reader through the fundamentals—what tools and materials to use
and how to use them. Still the finest book for the beginning student in wood sculpture.

You can whittle just about anything—the only limit is your imagination. It’s so easy to get started in this relaxing and
rewarding hobby. All you need is a knife, a twig, and this book! We’ve assembled a team of 12 leading woodcarvers to
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bring you a complete starter guide to whittling. They present 24 easy whittling projects for beginners that you can make in
just a weekend, complete with step-by-step instructions, how-to photographs, ready-to-carve patterns, and helpful tips.
Start off with fast and fun projects that build confidence and teach fundamental carving techniques, like a simple flying
propeller or a 5-minute owl. Then move on to create whittled wonders like a musical frog or a slingshot. We show you
how to whittle complex designs in easy steps, so that you’ll soon be carving attention-getting favorites like chain links or
the classic ball-in-a-cage.
Crafters will learn all about the various benefits of carving with power tools and how to master this technique. Additional
information about power units, hand pieces, carving burs, materials shopping, and more.
FEATURES Stunning Soap Carving By Kathleen Ryan Experts turn simple soap into works of art Carving and Turning:
Lathes By Bob Duncan Make your own carving blanks while learning a new hobby PATTERNS Fantastic Wizard By
Shawn Cipa Stylized design is easy to carve and customize Celtic Twist Green Man By Lora S. Irish Combine Celtic
knotwork with a traditional green man for a modern relief carving Want-A-Be By Dennis and Susan Thornton A fun
caricature of a mule who wants to be so much more PROJECTS Turning Over a New Leaf By Keoma McCaffrey Upcycle
a vintage wooden bowl with power-carved leaves Little Stinker By Bob Hershey Amusing skunk caricature is easy to
customize Chip-Carved Bread Board By Wayne Barton Customize the design to make a personalized kitchen decoration
Floral Love Spoon By Barry Onslow Combine power carving with hand tools to make this attractive project Scrambled
Eggs By John Reichling Transform turned eggs into whimsical fish Carving a Northern Cardinal By Terry Everitt Use
disposable blades to carve this colorful songbird Carving a Native American By Stu Martin Realistic Western icon is
simple but powerful Power Carving a Morning Glory By Wanda Marsh Use a delicate touch to carve this stunning flower
TECHNIQUES Carving a Soap Flower By Sue Wagner Soft and lacking grain, a bar of soap is easy to carve Learn to
Paint: Spring Tulips By Betty Padden Practice painting with this new series; start by learning about acrylic paints,
brushes, and blending
The Spring 2017 issue of the world's best how-to magazine for woodcarvers is packed with patterns, techniques, tips,
and projects for all skill levels. Meet the father/daughter team of Nairi & Larisa Safaryan, and see how they use an
indescribable technique to create utterly unique art. Randall Stoner, a lifelong fan of fantasy novels, captures his favorite
tales in wood. Ralph Beam shows how to build your own carver's frame that leaves both hands free for carving. A clever
geometrical design and careful carving turn Bill Johnson's flat plate into a chip-carved optical illusion. Other projects
include a textured panda cub, a folk art chess set, a comical elephant hanging hook, and a keepsake rose made from
scrap wood. Discover new techniques for lino print blocks, low-relief portraits, coloring book patterns, and much more!
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Nationally recognized artist and pyrographer Lora S. Irish makes woodburning easy by walking you through all the basics
of materials, tools, and techniques. Six skill-building projects provide step-by-step exercises in using temperature, time,
layering, and texturing to create artistic tonal values.
Introduces woodcarving techniques and offers patterns and instructions for various folk art projects.
A comprehensive guide for those who want to learn carving, this manual provides a handful of lessons, including how to
choose the best woods, safe tool handling tips, making cuts, and executing a variety of techniques.
In this wonderful resource for both novice and veteran carvers, two masters of the craft present detailed instructions and
illustrations on how to confidently carve animals, flowers, figures, and more.
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